
CREXi makes Commercial Real Estate easy by 
drastically reducing the time it takes to market 
properties, manage listings, and close more 
deals – all in one place. 

Marketplace
The CREXi Marketplace is the CRE industry’s most active marketplace with $1T+ in property deals across leasing and sales. It’s 

a vibrant community where CRE professionals explore new opportunities, evaluate deals, and interact with brokers, buyers, and tenants.

Marketing Technology
CREXi leverages behavioral insights and machine learning to match buyers and tenants with the right property assets, while engaging 

prospects through marketing and communication tools, and targeted email campaigns.

Market Intelligence & Sales Comps
CREXi's Market Intelligence blends technology with comprehensive market-specific data, analytics, and sales comps to provide the 

context and information needed to make informed investment choices.

Deal Management
Built-in forecasting, document management, and digital asset management streamline CRE transactions so you can streamline your 

work, close deals faster, and increase your bottom line. 

CREXi OVERVIEW

List All Your Properties for FREE 
Create a listing on CREXi in just a few minutes. Change or update listings easily. Need help? Our team can create your listings for you. 

Your listings can reach over 400,000 qualified buyers and tenants searching for properties on CREXi. 

HOW CREXi WORKS

Market Your Property
Create and send email marketing campaigns to active buyers and tenants 

using CREXi’s marketing tools. Track engagement to close deals faster. Extend 

your reach by integrating your CREXi listings into your very own website. 

Get Real-Time Notifications
Get notified in real-time when anyone interacts with your listing. Use CREXi’s 

lead management tools to zero in on specific, high-interest parties. 

Manage Your Deals
Store, manage, and control access to deal documentation in our secure, user-friendly due diligence vault. 

Provide invite-only access of information to capture only high-intent buyers. 
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Total Cumulative Sales Property Value �����
O�ers Submitted ����

Leads Generated/Month* ����
����Monthly Active Users*

Lease Property Views/Month ����
Current Spaces Available for Lease ����
Total Leasing Brokers w/Active Listings ���

Property Views/Month* �����
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